Dual Pivot Assembly Instructions

Thank you for purchasing our new Dual Pivot accessory modification for all JMW tonearms. The following is an instruction guide to help you install this unit! The accessory comes with a double-sided Pivot Surface and a Pivot Clamp. The double-sided Pivot Surface has a peel off material to expose the shiny surface. On the reverse side of the Pivot Surface is removable white paper which exposes the double-sided tape. Peel off the white paper to attach to the arm-base.

Attach the double-sided surface in the position shown in the picture below with the shiny surface faced up. This surface will be where the second Pivot Point will be making contact.
Use the provided Allen wrench to attach the Pivot Clamp to your tonearm and the same Allen Wrench to adjust the height of the Pivot Point. This is how you will be able to adjust the Azimuth of your tonearm if you choose not to use the drop-counter weight or the side Azimuth weights (Note: some VPI model tonearms do not have adjustable side weights).

**Counter Weight Note:** If your Dual Pivot interferes with your drop counter weight than it is recommended to change to a lighter drop counter weight to have the weight out further.

**Compatibility Note:** The Dual Pivot will work with both metal and 3D JMW tonearms but please notify your dealer if you have any questions or concerns about it fitting. The Dual Pivot is not guaranteed to work on any non-VPI tonearms.

**Arm Base Note:** The Dual Pivot is recommended for the VTA on the fly base but can work with the standard JMW VTA base. The double-sided surface might have difficulty attaching to the standard JMW VTA base and need a touch of superglue.